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FREE ACTIONS ON R-TREES

FRANK RIMLINGER

Abstract. We characterize the free minimal actions of finitely generated groups

on E-trees in terms of certain equivalence relations on compact metric graphs.

The results of this paper grew out of an effort to determine which groups act

freely on R-trees. An R-tree is a certain kind of metric space which generalizes

a tree. The definition of an R-tree is reviewed in § 1. It is well known that

only free groups act freely on ordinary trees, but Morgan and Shalen [2] have

shown that most surface groups act freely on R-trees. In the course of my

investigation I discovered a method for constructing all free minimal actions of

finitely generated groups on R-trees.

This method relies on two simple ideas.

Segment closure. Let T be a metric space. Let « be an equivalence relation

on T. Suppose that for all e > 0 and all pairs of distance preserving maps

ix : [0, e] -> T and i2: [0, e] -* T enjoying the property that for all / such

that 0 < t < s we have ix(t) « i2(t), it follows that ix(e) « z2(e). In this case,

we say that the equivalence relation « is segment closed. Given any relation

D c TxT on a metric space T, the segment closure « of D is the intersection
of all segment closed equivalence relations on T which contain D.

Notice the segment closure of a relation on a metric space exists and is seg-

ment closed.

Fold. Let T be a metric space. Let « be an equivalence relation on T. Let

e > 0. Let p, q e T be such that d(p, q) = 2e. Let / : [-e, e] -» [p, q] be a
distance preserving map. Then [p, q] is a fold of T with respect to « if and

only if for all t e [0, e] we have i(-t) « i(t) (see Figure 1).

Observe that points equidistant from the midpoint of a fold are «-equivalent.

Suppose we are given a compact connected metric 1-complex Y, i.e., a graph.

Suppose « is an equivalence relation on Y which is segment closed and con-

tains no fold in the interior of an edge of Y. Let x be the universal cover

of T. We can lift the equivalence relation to x by saying two points in x are

equivalent if and only if their projections in Y are equivalent. This equivalence

relation on x may well have folds whose midpoints are vertices of x. The idea

of the paper is to collapse these folds by identifying points equidistant from the

midpoint of the fold. Such a collapse can formally be defined via a pushout

diagram. Once the original folds at the vertices of x have been collapsed, new
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Figure 1

folds may appear. Collapse these new folds, and keep folding forever if neces-

sary to remove all the folds. Formally, we define a category of folds with initial

object x and a unique terminal object T. It turns out that T is an R-tree, the

projection x —► T is a 7ii(r)-map, and 7Ti(r) acts quasi-freely on T. Thus
nx(Y) modulo the stabilizer of a point of T is a group which acts freely on T.

This theory is developed in §§2, 3, and 4.
In §5, we show that our theoretical construction for free actions on R-trees

from certain equivalence relations on compact graphs is completely general.

This means that, given a finitely generated group Gx acting freely and minimally

by isometry on an R-tree Tx , we may construct a certain compact metric graph

with a segment closed equivalence relation. From this information we pass to a

segment closed equivalence relation « on the (metric) universal cover x of this

graph. No edge of x contains a «-fold. By the above construction, we obtain
a free action G, x T —> T of a group C7* on an R-tree T. Moreover, this

action is equivalent to the action of Gx on Tx , in that there is an isomorphism

h : G« —► Gx and an isometry y/ : T —> Tx such that for all g e G* and p e T,
we have y/(gp) = h(g)y/(p).

I would like to thank John Stallings, who gave me a great deal of encourage-

ment, and unlimited use of his office and his Mac II during the year 1988-89

while I was at MSRI in Berkeley. He also uncovered a subtle error in the original

version of this paper which led me to the concept of segment closure.

1. THE DEFINITION OF AN  R-TREE

In this section we review the definition of an R-tree. Ordinary trees may

be defined as R-trees which admit an underlying simplicial structure. It is

important to realize that the metric of an ordinary tree is not often stressed, in

that all edges are imagined to have the same length. However, the possibility

for different length edges contributes in an essential way to the richness of the

subject of free actions on R-trees.

Warning. Unless otherwise indicated, all group actions in this paper are by

definition actions by isometry on some metric space, typically an R-tree.

1.1 Definitions. A simplicial tree is a nonempty contractible simplicial one-

complex with a specified metric and the induced metric topology. A simplicial
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tree is locally finite if each vertex lies in the boundary of at most a finite number

of edges.

1.2 Definitions. A map / : A —> B between metric spaces is distance preserving

if for all a, b e A we have d(a, b) = d(i(a), i(b)), where d(-, •) denotes the

appropriate metric. A map between metric spaces is an isometry if it is both

distance preserving and surjective. The isometry group of a metric space T is

denoted Iso(T). Notice that every subgroup G of Iso(T) acts on T a fortiori.

In order to define an R-tree, we shall adopt the point of view of Alperin and

Bass [1]. We shall not be concerned, as Alperin and Bass were, with the more

general concept of a A-tree. In this context, A refers to an ordered abelian

group. For us this group will be R with its usual order. Thus an R-metric

space [1, p. 275] is just a metric space and an R-metric morphism [1, p. 276]

is a distance preserving map as defined above. We shall always use d(-, •) to

denote whatever metric is appropriate.

1.3 Definition (cf. [ 1, p. 277]). A metric space T is geodesically linear if, given

x, y e T, there is a unique distance preserving map i : [0, d(p, g)] —> T such

that i(0) = p and i(d(p, q)) - q . We then denote by [p, q] the image of i,
and call it the closed interval in T between p and q.

1.4 Definition (cf. [1, p. 278]). An R-tree is a nonempty metric space T sat-

isfying
(a) T is geodesically linear.

(b) If p, q, r e T then [p, q] n [p, r] = [p, w] for some w e T.

(c) If p, q, r e T and \p,q\n[q,r] = {<?}, then [p, q]U[q, r] = [p, r].

It is not hard to see that a simplicial tree is an R-tree. Morgan and Shalen

[2] show that most surface groups act freely on R-trees; therefore, an R-tree is

not necessarily a simplicial tree.

1.5 Definition. An action of a group on an R-tree T is free if no nonidentity

group element leaves an element of T fixed. An action of a group G on T is
minimal if the intersection of all subtrees 5 of T such that GS = S is equal

to T.

1.6 Theorem (cf. [1, Theorem 3.17, p. 310]). Let T be a metric space with a

basepoint b e T. Define /\: T x T —> R by p A q - \(d(p, b) + d(q, b) -
d(p, q)) ■ Then T is an R-tree if and only if conditions (I) and (2) hold:

( 1 ) For all p, q, r e T, p A r > min(p A q, q A r), and
(2) For all p e T, there is a distance preserving map i: [0, d(p, b)] —> T

such that i(0) - b and i(d(p, b)) — p .

1.7 Lemma. Let T be an R-tree and let po, px, ... , pn be points of T. Then

there exist points so, sx, ... , sk such that

(i)  S0=P0,  Sk=pn,

(ii) for i such that 0 < i < k, there exists j, 0 < j < n, such that [s¡, s,+x] c

[Pj,Pj+i]>
(iii) for i such that 0 < i < k - 1, we have [s¡, s¡+\\ n [si+x, si+2] = {si+x},

(iv)   [po , Pn] = UtTo't5' » S'+l] ' and

(v)   d(po ,P„) = EÍ~o'  d(S' » J'+l) •
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Sketch of proof '. The proof is by induction on n, using parts (b) and (c) of

Definition 1.4. This lemma is a more detailed version of [1, Piecewise geodesic

proposition, p. 280].   D

The referee pointed out the following result to me (in a slightly different

form).

1.8 Theorem [4, Remark 1.2(1)]. A connected metric space T is an R-tree if

and only if T is 0-hyperbolic, i.e., if and only if condition (1) of Theorem 1.6

holds.

Theorem 1.6 was used in the original proof of Theorem 2.17. Using Theorem

1.8 instead vastly simplifies the proof of 2.17 as the principal difficulty in the

proof lay in constructing the requisite map i : [0, d(p, b)] -* T.

(An alternative definition for 0-hyperbolic is as follows: for all w , x, y, z

d(x, y) + d(z, w) < max{d(x, z) + d(y, w), d(x, w) + d(y, z)}.

This condition is implied by condition (1) of Theorem 1.6, see [4, Corollary

2.4].)
In §5 we shall need the notion of a translation axis. Let G be a group which

acts freely on an R-tree T. Then every element g e G such that g ^ 1 has

a translation axis A(g) (see [1, Theorem 6.6]). The translation axis of g is

the unique subspace A(g) c T of T such that gA(g) = A(g) and A(g) is

isometric to R. Moreover, for all g e G such that g ^ 1, there is a number

\g\ e R greater than zero such that for all p e A(g) we have d(p, gp) = |^|.

The number \g\ is the translation length of g.

2. The category of R-trees with equivalence relations

In this section we set up a convenient category and prove some preliminary

results. After becoming familiar with the objects and morphisms in this cate-
gory, one may wish to read the rest of §2 after examining the proof of the main

theorem in §4.
In this section and the following sections we shall use the notions of seg-

ment closure and fold defined precisely in the introduction of the paper. For

convenience, we repeat these definitions here.

2.1 Definition. Let T be a metric space. Let « be an equivalence relation

on T. Suppose that for all e > 0 and all pairs of distance preserving maps

il : [0, e] —► T and i2: [0, e] —> T enjoying the property that for all t such

that 0 < t < e we have ix(t) « i2(t), it follows that ix(s) sa z2(e). In this case,

we say that the equivalence relation « is segment closed. Given any relation

D c T x T on a metric space T, the segment closure « of D is the intersection

of all segment closed equivalence relations on T which contain D.

Notice the segment closure of a relation on a metric space always exists and

is segment closed.

2.2 Definition. Let T be a metric space. Let « be an equivalence relation

on T. Let e > 0. Let p, q e T be such that d(p, q) = 2e. Let i : [-£, e] —►
[p, q] be a distance preserving map. Then [p, q] is a fold of T with respect to

« if and only if for all t e[0, e] we have i(-t) « i(t).

2.3 Definition. The objects of the category are R-trees with some extra struc-

ture.   We use the notation C(T) to denote an object of the category whose
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underlying space is the R-tree T. Specifically, C(T) = (T, D(T), ¡^(T)) is a
triple consisting of

(i) an R-tree T,
(ii) an equivalence relation D(T) c T x T, and

(iii) a collection i?(T) of closed intervals in T of nonzero length, such

that every closed interval of T is contained in the union of a finite number of

elements of %(T).
In the event of a subscripted R-tree Tn , we use the more expedient notation

C{Tn) = (Tn,Dn,gn).

Notice property (iii) rules out the possibility of an object whose underlying

space is a single point.

2.4 Definition. A morphism in the category is a map cp: x —> T of R-trees

which transfers the structure of C(t) to C(T). The notation <£(cp) denotes a

morphism of the category whose underlying map is cp . A morphism £(cp) : C(t)

->C(T) satisfies
(i) the underlying map cp: x -* T is continuous and surjective,

(ii) for all E e &(x), cp is distance preserving on E and á?(!T) = {cp(E) c

T: E e %(x)} , and
(iii) for all p, q ex, we have (p, q) e D(x) <¿> (cp(p), cp(q)) e D(T).

2.5 Lemma. Let C(cpx): C(T) -» C(TX) and C(cp2): C(T) -» C(72) be mor-

phisms.
(i) If there exists a morphism C(y/): C(TX) -> C(T2) suchthat C(cp2) = C(cpx)o

C(^), í/ten z7zzs morphism is unique.
(ii) Suppose there exists a bijection y/: Tx —> r2 suc/z fTzaf the following dia-

gram of R-trees commutes.

<P2

V

77ze« ^ is the underlying map of an equivalence C(y/): C(TX) —► C(T2).

Proof, (i) This follows from the fact that cpx is surjective.

(ii) Suppose first that p, q e Tx lie in cpx(E) for some E e %(T). By

(ii) of Definition 2.4, there are unique points p', q' e E such that cpx(p') = p

and cpx(q') = q and d(p', q') = d(p, q). As (¿/(p) = cp2(p') and ^(«) =
cp2(q), another application of 2.4(ii) implies that d(y/(p), y/(q)) — d(p', q') —

d(p, q). In general, (ii) of Definition 2.4 and (iii) of Definition 2.3 imply that
arbitrary points p, q e Tx are such that [p, q] is contained in some union

of a finite number of elements {cp(Ex), ... , <p(E„)\ each E¡ e %(T)}. By

Lemma 1.7, we may choose n to be minimal and then order Ex, ... , E„ such

that there is a sequence of points to = P, h , ... , t„ = q in Tx satisfying

[r,_i, t,] c cpx(Ei) for i = 1,..., n and */(/>, (?) = ¿"=i ^(i<-i » Í/) • BY the
first case, we know that d(y/(t¡-\), y/(t,)) = d(t¡-X, t¡) for / = 1,...,«. As

^ is injective, we deduce that d(p', q') = J2"=x d(t¡-X, ti) = d(p, q). As y/
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m     .^"^ <P <P(m) 9(r)=cp(s)
—«C -►        ■-• •

Figure 2

is bijective, it follows that y/ is an isometry. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are

now easily verified for C(y/): C(TX) -> C(T2).   D

2.6 Remark. In particular, if Tx = T2 and y/ is the identity map on Tx, then

C(TX) = C(T2). We can thus paraphrase Lemma 2.5 by saying that an object

C(T) together with a continuous surjective map cp: T -> Tx determine at most

one object C(7í) such that C(cp): C(T) -* C(TX) is a morphism.

2.7 Definition. Suppose C(cp): C(x) -> C(T) is a morphism such that there

exists an interval [r,s]cx,r^s, with midpoint m such that for all distinct

p, q e T, we have <p(p) = cp(q) o p, q e [r,s] and d(p, m) = d(m, q).

Then C(cp): C(x) —> C(T) is an (r,m, s)-elementary morphism with midpoint

m (see Figure 2).

2.8 Remark. From part (iii) of Definition 2.4, we see that if <C(cp): <C(x) —>

C(T) is (r, m, 5)-elementary, then for all p, q e [r, s] such that d(p, m) =

d(m, q), we have (p, q) e D(x).

2.9 Lemma. Suppose C(x) is an object. Suppose [r,s]cx,r^s,isan

interval in x with midpoint m such that
(i) no neighborhood of m in [r, s] is contained in an element of ¿?(t) , and

(ii) for all p, q e[r, s] such that d(p, m) - d(m, q) we have (p, q) e D(x).

Then there exists an (r,m, sfelementary morphism with domain C(t) .

Proof. Define an equivalence relation ~ on x by x ~ y ^ x — y or x, y e

[r,s] and d(x, m) = d(m,y). Let T = t/~ and let cp: x —► T be the
natural projection. It is easy to verify directly from Definition 1.4 that T is

an R-tree. By (i), cp is distance preserving on each element of I?(t) . Set

%(T) = {cp(E) cT:Ee ïï(z)}. Set

D(T) = {(cp(p), cp(q)) eTxT:(p,q)e D(x)} .

By property (iii), we deduce that D(T) is an equivalence relation. Thus C(T) =

(T, D(T), ê?(T)) is an object. It is now easy to verify conditions (i), (ii), and

(iii) of Definition 2.4, whence C(cp): C(x) -» C(T) is an (r, m, s) -elementary

morphism.   D

2.10 Remark. Let C(cp): C(x) —* C(T) bean (r, m, s)-elementarymorphism.

Then r, m, s e x are unique up to permutation of r and 5, and [r, s] is

a D(x)-fold of t . However, not every D(x)-fo\d gives rise to an elementary

morphism. In fact, if [r, s] is a D(r)-fold with midpoint m , then there exists

an (r, m, s)-elementary morphism if and only if no neighborhood of m in

[r, s] is contained in the interior of some element of J?(t) .
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2.11 Definition. A map cp : x -> T of metric spaces is distance decreasing if

for all p, q e x, we have d(p, q) > d(cp(p), cp(q)).

2.12 Lemma. If C(cp): C(x) —> C(T) is a morphism, then the underlying map

cp: x —► T is distance decreasing.

Proof. Let p, q e x. By part (iii) of Definition 2.3, [p, q] is covered by a

finite number of elements {£,} c ¡i?x . From Lemma 1.7, there exist a finite

number of closed intervals {Ij} , such that each I¡ is contained in some E¡,

[P > <?] — {JVj} > and ^(P, <?) = Z) length^). As p is distance preserving on

each Ij, another application of Lemma 1.7 implies that [cp(p), cp(q)] c cp[p, q]

and that d(cp(p), cp(q)) < d(p, q).   D

2.13 Theorem. If C(<p): C(x) —► C(T) is a morphism, and the underlying map

cp: x —► T is «oí a« isometry, then £(cp) factors through an elementary mor-

phism.

Proof. Suppose cp is not an isometry. By Lemma 2.12, there exist p, q e x

such that d(cp(p), cp(q)) < d(p, q). By Lemma 1.7, there exist distinct points

px, ... , pn e x such that

(i) pi = p, pn = q,

(ii) for i = 1,..., n — 1, we have [p¡, p¡+x] is contained in some element

of r(t),
(iii) for i = 2,...,«- 1, we have [p,-_i, />,] n [p,, p,+i] = {p¡} , and

(iv) [p,fl] = U?r11[Pi,Pi+i].
As cp is distance preserving on each [p¡,pi+x], we conclude that for some z

such that 1 < i < n , we have r G [p,_i, /?,] and s e [p¡, p¡+i], such that ç>
factors through an (r, p,, s)-elementary morphism.   D

2.14 Definition. An object C(T) is segment closed if T is segment closed

with respect to D(T).

2.15 Lemma. Let C(cp): C(x) —> C(T) be a morphism. If C(x) is segment

closed, then so is C(T).

Proof. Suppose C(T) is not segment closed. Thus there exist distinct points

p, p', q, q' e T such that

(i) (p,q) <£D(T),
(ii) [p', p] and [q', q] are both contained in elements of ¡È?(T),

(iii) d(p', p) = e = d(q', q) for some e > 0, and
(iv) there exist distance preserving maps Zi : [0, e] —> [p', p] and z2: [0, e]

-> [q', q] such that Zi(e) = p, i2(e) = q, and (ii(f), ¡2(t)) e D(T) for all t

such that 0 < t < e . By properties (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.4, we deduce that

C(t) is not segment closed. We have therefore established the contrapositive

form of the lemma.   D

2.16 Lemma. Direct limits exist in the category of metric spaces and surjective

distance decreasing maps.

Sketch of proof. Suppose (A, <) is a directed set and {cp(a, ß): Ta -► Tß}a<ß€A

is a direct system in this category. Let V be a set such that {cpa: Ta —> T'}

is the direct limit of this direct system in the category of sets. Verify that the

formula

d(p, q) = inf{d(pa, qa) e R: cpa(pa) =p, cpa(qa) = q}
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defines a pseudometric on V. Notice that in V, the relation p ~ q iff

d(p, q) = 0 is an equivalence relation. Let T = V mod ~ . Let y/ : V ->

T be the map which collapses each ~-class to a single point. Verify that

{y/ o cpa : Ta —> T} satisfies the universal property for the direct limit in the

category of metric spaces and surjective distance decreasing maps.

2.17 Theorem. Let C(x) be a segment closed object. Let C be the full subcat-

egory generated by the objects with domain C(x). Suppose (A, <) is a directed

set with smallest element 1. Then direct limits directed by the set A exist in the

category C, and any such direct limit is segment closed.

Proof. Suppose {C(cp(a, /?)): C(Ta) —> C(Tß)}a<ß€A is a direct system in C.

Without loss of generality we assume that x = Tx, where, by hypothesis, 1 is

the smallest element of A. By Lemmas 2.12 and 2.16, there exists a metric

space T such that {cpa : Ta -> T} is the direct limit of this direct system in the

category of metric spaces and distance decreasing maps. In particular, we have

tpx : x —» T as x = Tx according to the notation we have set up. We simplify

this notation by setting cp = cpx , so that cp: x —> T is the canonical projection

of x into the direct limit. Choose a basepoint bx e x and set ba = cp(\, a)(bx).

Define /\ : Ta x Ta —> R by the formula

pai\qa = j(d(pa, ba) + d(qa, ba) - d(pa , qa)).

By Theorem 1.6, we have for all pa, qa, ra e Ta ,

Pa A ra > min(pa /\qa,qa/\ ra).

Define /\ : T x T -* R by the formula

p Aq = inf{pa A qa : cpa(pa) = p, cpa(qa) = q, pa, qa e Ta} .

A standard limit argument reveals that p A q = \(d(p, b) + d(q, b) — d(p, q))

and for all p, q, r e T, p A r > min(p A q, q A r). Thus T and A satisfy

condition (1) of Theorem 1.6. Certainly T is connected. By Theorem 1.8, T

is an R-tree. Thus C(cp): C(x) —► C(T) is a morphism. It is routine to verify

that C(<p): C(x) -+ C(T) satisfies the universal property of a direct limit. By

Lemma 2.15, C(T) is segment closed. This concludes the proof.   D

3. Quasi-free actions on R-trees

In this section we review some more or less standard terminology for group

actions and also prove an important result (Theorem 3.6) about actions on R-

trees which are not quasi-free.

3.1 Definition. Suppose G acts on the sets x and T. Then cp: x —> T is a

G-map if for all a e G and p e x, we have cp(ap) = acp(p).

3.2 Definition. Suppose G acts on a set T. Suppose that there exists a normal

subgroup N of G such that for all p e T, we have N is the stabilizer of p .

Then G acts quasi-freely on T with stabilizer N.

3.3 Definition. Suppose G acts quasi-freely on R-trees Tx and T2 with sta-

bilizers Nx and 7V2 respectively. Suppose cp: Tx —► T2 is a G-map. Then

cp: Tx —> T2 isa free C-map if Nx c N2.
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3.4 Lemma. The following are equivalent.

(i) G acts quasi-freely on an R-tree T.

(ii) If a e G fixes an element of T, then ap = p for all p e T.

(iii) Let *: G -> Iso(T) be the map defined by a*(p) = ap, for all p e T
and a eG. Let G» be the image of * in Iso(T). Then G* acts freely on T.

Proof. Easy.   D

3.5 Remark. Suppose G acts quasi-freely on T, say with stabilizer N. The

kernel of * : G —> G» is equal to N. Thus G/N acts freely on T.

3.6 Theorem. Suppose G is a countable group which acts on an R-tree T.

Suppose [r, s] c T, r ^ s, is an interval of T with midpoint m such that for

all p,q e [r, s] such that d(p, m) = d(m, q), there exists a e G such that

ap = q. Then G does not act quasi-freely on T.

Proof. For each a e G, let Ia = {p e [r, m] : ap e [m, s] and d(p, m) =

d(m, ap)}. It is easy to see that each Ia is a closed interval contained in

[r, m]. By hypothesis, we have \JaIa = tr > w] • Notice that Ix = {m}. Let

/ = {/„C[r,m]:4/0, a e G} .

Case 1. There exist distinct a, ß e G such that Ia and Iß are both in the

collection J2" and there exists a point p e Ianlß . Then d(m, ap) = d(m, p) =

d(m, ßp), whence ap = ßp . It follows that ß"lap = p. As ß~xa ^ 1, part

(ii) of Lemma 3.4 implies that G does not act quasi-freely on T.

Case 2. The elements of J7 are pairwise disjoint. It follows that J*' is a

countable covering of [r, m] by disjoint closed sets. As [r, m] is a continuum,
it follows that JF contains exactly one element (see, for example, Willard [5,

exercise 28E.2, p. 209]). But Ix e J? and Ix = {ra}, whence [r, m] - {m},

contradicting the fact that r and m are distinct. Thus this case is impossible,

establishing the theorem.   D

4. The Main Theorem

In this section, we prove the Main Theorem. This theorem yields the con-

struction for free actions on R-trees discussed in the introduction.

4.1 Main Theorem. Let G be a countable group which acts on the locally finite

simplicial tree x. Let I? be the set of edges of x. Let « be a segment closed

equivalence relation on x. Suppose (I) for all p and q in x, if p « q, then

p « aq for all a e G and (II) for all E e f, the edge E contains no œ-fold.

Then there exist a quasi-free action of G on an R-tree T and a continuous

surjective G-map cp: x —> T satisfying the following property. Suppose G acts

quasi-freely on Tx. Suppose cp x : x —> Tx is a continuous surjective G-map such

that
(a) for all E e£?, cpx is distance preserving on %,

(b) for all p e x and for all a e G, cpx(ap) - acpx(p), and

(c) for all p, q ex, if p « q, then there exists a e G such that acpx(p) =

<P\{q).
Then there exists a free G-map yi: T —> Tx such that cpx = yi ocp .

Moreover, T contains no D(T)-fold, where D(T) = {(cp(p), cp(q)): p «

q,p, q ex}.

4.2 Remark. The substance of the theorem is that T contains no D(r)-fold.

Notice that x certainly may contain «-folds centered about a vertex. The basic
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idea of the proof is to "fold up" the action of G on x to obtain the action of

G on T. See [3] for other characterizations of free actions on R-trees based

on Theorem 4.1.

4.3 Remark. As G acts quasi-freely on T, we have a free action of G/N on

T, where TV is the stabilizer of the action of G on T. E. Rips has recently

proved that G/N is a free product of free groups and surface groups.

4.4 Proof of the Main Theorem. Let C(t) be the object (t , «, If), as defined
in 2.3. Let C be the full subcategory generated by objects whose domain is

C(t). Define a relation < on the objects of C by C(TX) < C(T2) if and
only if there exist morphisms C(cpx): C(x) -> C(T{), C(cp2): C(x) ->C(r2),and

C(tp(l, 2)): C(TX) -* C(T2) suchthat <p2 = cp(\, 2)ocpx. It is easy to check that

< is a partial order. By Theorem 2.17, all <-chains are bounded above. Clearly

C is nonempty, as C(t) e C. Thus Zorn's lemma implies that C contains a

<-maximal element.

We claim that all <-maximal elements are equivalent. Suppose C(TX) and

C(T2) are two <-maximal elements of C. Let C(cpx): C(t) -► C(TX) and

C(cp2): C(x) -+ C(T2) be morphisms in C . Define cp(\, 2) c Tx x T2 to be the

relation

cp(\, 2) = {(<px(p), cp2(p))e TxxT2:pex},

and set cp(\, 2)"1 = {(q, p) e T2x Tx: (p, q) e cp(\, 2)}.

Case 1: cp(\,2): Tx —> r2 and cp(l,2)~l: T2 —► Tx are inverse func-

tions. It follows from Lemma 2.5(ii) that C(cp(l, 2)): C(TX) -> C(T2) and
C(cp(\, 2)_1): C(T2) —» C(TX) are inverse morphisms, establishing the claim.

Case 2: Either cp(\, 2) or cp(\, 2)_1 is not a function. By interchanging Tx

and r2 if necessary, we may assume that cp(\, 2) is not a function. Choose

p, q e x such thatcpx(p) = cpx(q) and cp2(p) / tp2(q). Let C(T3) be an object
of C which is <-maximal among all objects in C with the following property:

there exist morphisms C(tp3): C(x) -* C(T3), C(y>(3, 1)): C(T3) -+ C(TX), and
C(<p(3, 2)): C(T2) ->C(r2) suchthat cpx = cp(1, \)ocp3 and cp2 = cp(3, 2)°cp3.

By Theorem 2.13 there exist distinct points r, m, s eT3 such that C(cp(3, 1))

factors through an (r, ra , s)-elementary morphism. On the other hand, max-

imality of T3 implies that cp(3,2) is distance-preserving on [r, s]. By Re-

mark 2.10 and <-maximality of T2, we deduce that some neighborhood of

cp(2>, 2)(ra) in cp(3, 2)[r, s] is contained in an element of ^(7/^). As there

exists a morphism C(cp2): C(x) —> C(T2), it follows from parts (ii) and (iii) of

Definition 2.4 that some edge of x contains a «-fold.

This contradicts hypothesis (II) of the theorem. Thus Case 2 is impossible,

establishing the claim that all <-maximal elements are equivalent.

Thus there exists a morphism C(<p): C(x) —> C(T) with the property that

C(cp) factors through all the morphisms of C . By Remark 2.10 and hypothesis

(II) of the Main Theorem, T contains no fold with respect to D(T). Thus

cp: x —► T satisfies the final assertion of the Main Theorem. We now construct

an action of G on T and show that cp: x —> T is a G-map.

For each a e G, hypothesis (I) implies that there exist morphisms C(a) :

C(x) — C(t) and C(a_1): C(t) -> C(t) . By construction, C(tp) factors through

the maps C(cp) o C(a): C(x) -» C(T) and C(tp) o C(q"'): C(t) -♦ C(T). By

Lemma 2.5, there exists a morphism C(a„): C(T) -» C(T) such that a*cp =
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cpa~l . Similarly there exists a morphism C((a-1)*): C(T)

(a~x)*cp = cpa. Hence we have the following diagram.

-i
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C(T) such that

It follows that we have a commutative diagram

x

-► T
(o:"1)*-a*

By Lemma 2.5(i), (a~l)*a* = It, and similarly, a*(a~1)* = \T. It follows

that a*: T —> T is a bijection. By part (ii) of Lemma 2.5, we deduce that a*

is an isometry.

Define an action of G on T by ap = a*(p), for all a e G and p e T. To

see that this action is well defined, consider the diagram

x _Ë_►,_«

By 2.5(i) we deduce that (aß)* = a»oßt as desired. To verify that cp: x —> T

is a G-map, suppose a e G and p ex. Then acp(p) - a„cp(p) = cp(ap) as

desired.
We claim that G acts quasi-freely on T. Notice that for each a e G, we

have q* e Iso(T). Let G, = {a, e Iso(T): a e G}. We have shown above that

*: G ^> Gt is an epimorphism. By Lemma 3.4 it suffices to prove that G» acts

freely on T. To see this, let a e G. Suppose there exists po e T such that

<x*Po — Po ■ Let Z — {z e x: a%cp(z) = cp(z)}. Then Z is nonempty because
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tp~l(Po) c Z and Z is closed by continuity of cp and a,. We claim that Z

is open. Let p e Z . Recall from the statement of the Main Theorem that x

is assumed to be locally finite. This means that each point of x lies in at most

a finite number of edges of x . We deduce that there is an open neighborhood

N c x of p in x such that if E c x is a component of N - {p}, then E

is contained in some edge of x. Fix such a neighborhood TV and let E be a

component of N - {p} . Notice E and aE are contained in the set of edges

I? of t , whence cp: x —► T is distance preserving on E and a£. Thus, for all

q e E, d(cp(p), cp(q)) = d(cp(ap), cp(aq)) = d(at<p(p), at<p(q)). Since peZ ,

we have d(cp(p), cp(q)) = d(cp(p), at(cp(q)). By hypothesis (I) of the Main

Theorem, we know that (cp(q), (p(aq)) e D(T). By <-maximality of T, we

deduce that cp(q) = a*cp(q), whence q e Z . It follows that Z is open. Since

t is connected, Z = x. Thus a* is the identity element of T, proving that

G» acts freely on T.
We show that cp: x —> T satisfies properties (a) and (b) of the Main Theo-

rem. Let Gi act freely on an R-tree Tx . Suppose cpx : x —► Tx is a continuous

surjective G-map satisfying properties (a), (b), and (c) of the Main Theorem.

Observe that Tx may not inherit a structure from cpx which makes cpx the

underlying map of a morphism. The reason for this is that there could exist p

and q in x which are «-inequivalent but cpx(p) = cp2(q) in violation of part

(iii) of Definition 2.4. Nevertheless, we must speak of maps into Tx which

preserve all the available structure. Let C(r2) be an object of C. Say a con-

tinuous map cp(2, 1): T2 —> Tx is good if for all E e §2> í>(2, 1) is distance

preserving on E. In particular, property (a) of the Main Theorem implies that

cp\ : x —> Tx is good. Define a partial order <i on the morphisms of C with

domain C(t) as follows. Let C(ç»3): C(t) -» C(T3) and C(cp4): C(x) -* C(74).
Then C(cp3) <x C(cp4) if there exists a commutative diagram of surjective maps

suchthat cp(3, 1) and cp(A, 1) are good maps and there is an induced commu-

tative morphism diagram as follows:

C(T3)

<Cfe)

*I(<P3)

*£«>d)

1(9(3,4))

<E(T4)

By Theorem 2.17, we have a <rmaximal morphism C(cp2): C(t) -> C(T2)

together with a good map cp(2, 1): T2 —» Tx and commutative diagrams
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1(c).

I(P2) .1(9)

t
C(T2)

Cfo)
■► <r.(T)

Notice that C(O): C(T2) -> C(T) exists by construction of C(T).
We claim that O: r2 —» T is an isometry. Suppose not. By Theorem

2.13, there exist distinct points r,m,s e T2 such that <I> factors through

an (r, ra, s)-elementary morphism. By <x-maximality of C(cp2), we know

that cp(2, 1): T2 -* Tx is distance preserving on [r, s]. It follows from part

(iii) of Definition 2.4 and property (c) of the Main Theorem that for all p e

cp(2, \)[r, ra], there exists a e G such that

(i) ap e cp(2, l)[ra, 5], and
(ii) d(p, ra) = d(m, ap).

By Theorem 3.6, we deduce that G does not act quasi-freely on Tx, a contra-

diction. Thus <S> must be an isometry.

Define y/: T -> Tx by y/ = 0(2, 1) o$-' . Notice that

y/ o cp = <I>(2, l)o$"'op = 0(2, 1) o ç>2 = cpx.

It remains only to show that y/ is a free G-map. Let a € G and p ex. Then

ay(ç>(/?)) = aç»i(p) = í»i(a/?) = y/cp(ap) = y/acp(p).

As çj is onto, we see that y/ is a G-map. Let TV be the stabilizer of the action

of G on T. Suppose a e N. Thus for all p e x, acp(p) = cp(p). Fix some

p ex. Then acpx(p) = yiacp(p) = y/cp(p) = cpx(p). As cp is onto, it follows that

a e Nx. Thus N c Nx, and hence yi:T ^ Tx is a free G-map.   D

5. The generality of the construction for
free actions on r-trees

Every free minimal action of a finitely generated group on an R-tree gives rise

to a segment closed equivalence relation on a graph which contains no fold in

an edge of the graph. Moreover, passing to the universal cover and applying the

Main Theorem yields the original action. In order to express this fact concisely,

we introduce some terminology.

5.1 Definition. A metric graph is a connected simplicial one-complex with a

specified metric and the induced metric topology.

Notice that a metric graph is compact if and only if it has a finite number of

edges.

5.2 Definition. A universal covering map of a metric graph Y is a universal

covering map n: x ^>Y in the topological sense together with an R-tree struc-

ture for t . The metric on x must be chosen so that n is a local isometry.

Notice that if x is the metric universal cover of Y, then nx(Y) acts on x

by isometries. Moreover, x is locally finite if Y is compact.
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5.3 Definition. Let D(Y) c Y x Y be an equivalence relation on a metric

graph T. Let n: x —» T be a universal covering map. The lift of D(Y) is the

equivalence relation « on x defined by the formula p « q <*=>• n(p) « n(q).

Observe that « is segment closed if D(Y) is.

5.4 Remark. Let Y be a compact metric graph. Let D(Y) be a segment closed
relation on Y such that each edge of Y contains no D(r)-fold. Let n : x —► Y

be a universal covering map. Let G be the fundamental group of Y. Then the

action of G on x, together with the lift « of D(Y), satisfy hypotheses (I) and

(II) of the Main Theorem.
By the above remark, we are entitled to make the following definition.

5.5 Definition. Let Y, D(Y), x, and « be as in Remark 5.4. Let GxT -> T
be the quasi-free action of G on an R-tree T which satisfies the conclusions

of the main theorem as applied to x and «. Let TV be the stabilizer of the

action of G on T and let G» = G/N. Then the induced action of G* on T

is called the (Y, D(Y))-action.

5.6 Definition. Let GixTi —> Tx and G2xT2 -» T2 be free actions on R-trees.

These two actions are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism p: Gx -» G2

and an isometry yi: Tx —» T2 such that for all a e Gx  and p e Tx  we have

y/(ap) = p(a)y/(p).

5.7 Theorem. Let Gx be a finitely generated nontrivial group which acts freely

and minimally on an R-tree Tx. Then there exists a compact metric graph Y

with an equivalence relation D(Y) such that

(i) D(Y) is segment closed,

(ii) no edge of Y contains a D(Y)-fold, and

(iii) the action of Gx on Tx is equivalent to the (Y, D(Y))-action.

Proof. Let X c Gx be a finite set of generators for Gx , such that 1 $ X. As

Gi is nontrivial, X is nonempty. For each x e X, let A(x) be the translation

axis of x and let |x| be the translation length of x. (See the end of §1 for

a discussion of translation axes and translation lengths.) Fix a point b e Tx .

For each x e X, define b(x) e Tx to be the point in A(x) closest to b . Thus

[b, b(x)] n A(x) = {b(x)} and b = b(x) <& b e A(x). For each x e X, let Mx
be a closed interval isometric to [0, d(b, b(x))]. Let Mx(0) e Mx correspond

to 0. Let Ex be isometric to the half open interval [0, |x|). Let Ex(0) e Ex

correspond to 0. Given t e [0, d(b, b(x))], let Mx(t) be the point of Mx

such that d(Mx(0), Mx(t)) = /. Similarly, given / e [0, |x|), let Ex(t) be the

point of Ex such that d(Ex(0), Ex(t)) = /. Let Dr be a certain disjoint union

modulo certain point identifications, as detailed in the following formula.

„ii lM,W(*,*W)) = £,(0)   y ex!

Notice that for all x e X, we have a distance preserving map of Mx into

Tx via Mx(0) = b, Mx(d(b, b(x))) = b(x). Similarly, for all x e X, we
have a distance preserving map of Ex into Tx via Ex(t) = p such that p e

A(x), d(b(x), p) - t, and d(p, xb(x)) - \x\- t.
These embeddings induce a map  cpx: Dy —» Tx .   Let D+  be the metric

completion of Dr. Notice D+ is obtained from Dr by adding a single point
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.Exdxl) to the half open interval Ex c Dr-, for each x e X. Thus D+ is

a contractible simplicial tree with edges contained in the set {Mx : x e X} U

{Ex U {.Ex(|x|)}: x e X}. Give D+ the obvious metric structure such that

cpx : D+ —> Tx is distance preserving on each edge of D+ .

Let 7i: D+ —> Y be the identification map defined by identifying Ex(0) and

.Exdxl) for each x e X. Thus Y is a compact one-complex. Give Y the metric

such that n extends to the universal cover n : x —> Y in the sense of Definition

5.2. Notice D\- cx. Let G be the fundamental group of Y acting by covering

translations on x. Notice Dr is a fundamental domain for the action of G

on x. Let Ç e Dr be the point {Az^O): x e X}. Let z e Y be the point
z = tc(C) . Regard z as the basepoint of Y. For each x e X, let 7t(x) e G be

the homotopy class obtained by travelling upstairs in x from Ç to Ex(0) to

£jc(M) » projecting this path to Y, and then travelling backwards along nMx

to z.

Notice G is free on the set of generators n(x) c G. Let p: G —> Gx be the

epimorphism defined by 7t(x) —► x for all x e X. Extend the map cpx: Dr- ̂

Tx to all of t by cpx(ap) = p(a)cpx(p) for all a 6 G and p e Dr. As cpx is

distance preserving on the edges of D+ , it is distance preserving on every edge

of x.

Certainly cpx is continuous at every point of x which is in the complement

of G(D+-Dy) in x. Let Ex(\x\) eD+-DT for some xeX. Note Ex(\x\) =

7ix(x)Ex(0) by construction. As <px(n(x)Ex(0)) = xcpx(Ex(0)) = xb(x), we

have

cpx ( lim Ex(t)) = <px(Ex(\x\)) = xb(x) = lim cpx(Ex(t)).
\t->\x\ J t->\x\

Thus cpx   is continuous at -E^d-xl)  for all x e X.   We deduce that  cpx   is

continuous on all of x.

Define the equivalence relation « on x by p « q <=> acpx(p) = cpx(q) for

some a e Gx . Let <f be the set of edges of x. We must verify hypotheses (I)

and (II) of the Main Theorem for the object C(t) = (t , «, W).
We claim that « is a segment closed relation. Suppose that e > 0, and

ix: [0, e] —> x and z2: [0, e] —> x are such that ix(t) « i2(t) for all t e[0, e).

We show that ii (e) « z2(e). We may suppose that imz[ c Ex and imz2 c E2

for some Ex,E2eW . Choose a e G such that p(a)cpxix(0) — <pxi2(0). Define

z3 : [0, e] -> t by z3 = a o z, . Thus for all / e [0, e), we have z3(/) « z2(/).

Let r,m, s e Tx be defined by r — cpx 13(e), m = cpxi3(0) = y>xi2(0), and

s - cpxi2(e). Notice that cpx o z3 and cpx o i2 are both distance preserving

maps on [0, e]. Moreover, for each t e [0, e) there exists ß e Gx such

that ßcpxi3(t) — cpxi2(t). As Gi acts freely on Tx , Theorem 3.6 implies that

cpxiT,(t) = ^ii2(0 for all t e [0, e). By continuity, <2>iz3(e) = cpxi2(e), whence

z3(e) « 12(e) ■ Thus « is segment closed.

We claim that no edge E e & contains a «-fold. For suppose E is such

an edge. Then there exists distinct points r, m, s e cpxE such that d(r, ra) =

d(m, s) and for each pair p, q e [r, s] such that d(p, ra) = d(m, q) there

exists ß e Gx such that ßp = q. As Gi acts freely on Tx, this contradicts

Theorem 3.6.
We have shown that C(r) satisfies the hypotheses of the Main Theorem.

Let cp : x —> T be the surjective G-map satisfying the conclusion of the Main

Theorem. Define a map y/: T ^ imy>x according to the formula y/(cp(p)) =

cpx(p) for all p ex.
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We claim that y/ is well defined. To see this, let C be the full subcategory

generated by the morphisms with domain C(t) . Let C(cp2): C(x) —> C(T2) be

a morphism of C. Say that C(cp2) is good if the map y/2 : T2 -» im cpx defined

by the formula i//2(<p2(p)) = <P\(p) for all p e x is in fact well defined. Notice

that C(1T) is good.
We claim that a direct limit of good morphisms is good. For suppose

C(tp(l,a)): C(x) —> C(Ta) is a good morphism. Since cpx : x —> imcpx and

cp(\, a): x -* Ta are both distance preserving on the edges of x, we de-

duce that y/a: Ta —> imcpx must also have this property. The argument of

Lemma 2.12 now applies to show that y/a is distance decreasing. Now suppose

{C(tp(a, /?)): C(Ta) -» C(Tß)}a<ßeA is a direct system of good morphisms. By

2.17, this system has a direct limit in C, say C(T7). Suppose that there exist

p,q ex such that cp(\, y)(p) = cp(\, y)(q) in Ty, but cpx(p) ± cpx(q). Clearly

d((p\(p), y>\(q)) > 0. Thus for some ae A, d(cp(\, a)(p), cp(\, a)(q)) <

d(cpx(p), cpx(q)). This contradicts the fact that y/a: Ta -> imcpx is distance

decreasing.
Given good morphisms C(ç>2) and C(cpi), say C(ç>2) < C(cpf) if there exists

a morphism C(cp*) such that C(ç>3) = C(ç>4) °C(cp2). Thus every chain of good

morphisms has an upper bound which is again a good morphism. Therefore

there is a <-maximal morphism C(tp2): C(x) -» C(T2).

By the proof of the Main Theorem, every morphism factors through £(cp).

Thus there exists a morphism C(4>): C(T2) -» C(T) such that C((p) = C(<P) o
C(<p2). Suppose that <P: T2 —> T is not an isometry. By Theorem 2.13, there

exist r, m, s e T2 such that C(<P) factors through an (r,m, s)-elementary

morphism. Thus for all p,q e [r, s] such that d(p,m) = d(m,q), we

have (p, q) e D(T2). As C(cp2) is good, the map y/2: T2 -* imcpx defined
by y/2(<p(p)) = <P\(p) for all p e x is well defined. By <-maximality of £(cp2),
we have y/2 is distance preserving on [r, s]. Applying Theorem 3.6 to ^2[r, s],

we deduce that Gx does not act freely on Tx , a contradiction. Thus í>: T2 —* T

is in fact an isometry. We deduce that y/ = y/2 o <J>-1 , whence y/: T —> imcpx

is well defined.
Clearly y/ is surjective. We claim that y/ is injective. By construction y/ is

distance preserving on the elements of %(T). Moreover, given p, q e T, if

V(p) = V(q) 5 we deduce that (p, q) e D(T). Thus, by the proof of Theorem

2.13, if y/ is not injective, then y/ factors through the underlying map of an

elementary morphism. This contradicts the fact that T contains no O(r)-fold.

Thus y/ is bijective. As cpx is distance preserving on the elements of % , it is

easy to verify that y/ is an isometry. We conclude that im cpx is an R-tree. By

definition, G(imcpx) = imcpx , so clearly Gi(imç?i) = imcpx as p: G —► Gi is

surjective. As Gi acts minimally on Tx, we deduce that Tx = imcpx . Thus

cpx : x -> Tx is a surjective G-map satisfying conditions (a), (b), and (c) of

the Main Theorem. Evidently yi:T —> Tx is the free G-map produced by the

Main Theorem. As y/ is an isometry, the stabilizer N of the action of G on T

equals the stabilizer of the action of G on Tx . Thus G, = G/N is isomorphic
to Gi . We conclude that the action of G, on T is equivalent to the action of

Gi on Tx .
Recall the covering map n : x -* T. Define a relation of D(Y) by

(7t(p), n(q)) e D(Y) & p * q
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for all p, q e x. It is clear from the definition of « that D(Y) is an equiv-

alence relation. Moreover, it is clear that « is the lift of D(Y) and D(Y)

satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Thus the action of Gi on Tx is

equivalent to the (Y, D(Y))-action, i.e., the action of G* on T. This concludes

the proof.   D
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